
LED Strip Light User Guide
This guide has been written to help you set up your LED strip lights. Please ensure that you read this
fully as it contains important information about your new LED strip lights. Failure to follow this advice

may result in damage to the LED strip lights and invalidate your warranty.

Keep this guide in a safe place for future reference.

Unpacking
1. LED strip lights are shipped in specialist packaging, designed to protect them from damage

during transport.
2. Ensure that the packaging is carefully removed from around the LED strip lights, taking extra

care where exposed connectors are. Keep the packaging in case the LED strip lights need to
be returned.

3. If you find any damage when you unpack you should report it within 7 days to your supplier.

Setting up

Potential risks & warnings
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1. Familiarise yourself with the connectors. There will be one connection on either side of the LED
strip light, a plug and a socket.

2. Ensure the ceiling surface you are working on is prepared. Take note and remove where
possible any obstructions to achieve a level ceiling surface where possible.

3. We highly recommend setting up the Spectrum Driver first and working from this.
4. Take the included mounting clips and place them on the either your 1 metre strip (use 2 clips) or

2 metre strips (use 3 clips). Place these 10 to 25 cm from the ends of the strips, if using a 2 metre
strip place the third clip in the middle.

5. Now it’s time to measure up where you want your LED strip lights to be placed on the ceiling.
Take a strip light with mounting clips and mark where you want to fix the mounting clip to the
ceiling, do this for all of the LED strips you will be using and fix your mounting clips in place.

6. Working from the Spectrum Driver plug in the LED strip power cable.
7. Ensure that the red dot is the correct orientation on both the driver plug and your LED strip light,

then connect them together and fix the LED strip light to the mounting clips on the ceiling.
These will click into place in the groove of the strip light.

8. Continue to connect LED strip lights together using the supplied bridge cables, once you are
happy everything is in place your LED strips will be ready to use.

1. Read and understand all these instructions before using the LED strip lights.
2. Do not operate with any damaged power cords, cables or if any of the equipment has been

dropped and damaged.
3. Position cables and cords so that they will not be tripped over, pulled or come into contact with

hot surfaces.
4. To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not immerse the product in water or other liquids.
5. Do not dismantle the LED strip lights, but contact the supplier or manufacture if servicing is

required. Incorrect assembly can cause electric shock when the product is used.


